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FOREWORD

In an attempt to settle the turmoil that followed the March 23, 1989, announcement of
controlled nuclear fusion, Los Alamos National Laboratory hosted a three-day workshop on
May 23, 24, and 25, 1989, to provide a forum where results of experiments and calculations
could be discussed in an orderly fashion.

These proceedings contain highlights of papers presented at the workshop. Some claim
observations of excess heat or production of tritium or a few neutrons. Others describe ex
haustive, painstaking, unsucessful attempts to induce fusion by methods extracted from sketchy
repons. This workshop served to get people who saw no effect together with those who did
see effects, in order to hasten a scientific consensus about the reponed process. Many such
interactions took place in the formal meetings, at late night meetings, in conversations in the
hallways, and at the poster sessions. These proceedings claim only to document the salient
points of the formal oral papers presented during those workshop days.

Reed J. Jensen
Deputy Associate Director for Research

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Technical Program Coordinator for the Workshop
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ABSTRACT

This report contains highlights of formal oral papers presented at the
Workshop on Cold Fusion Phenomena, hosted by Los Alamos National
Laboratory and held May 2~25, 1989, in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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First Plenary Session (A):
Integrated Experiments

Evidence for Excess Heat Generation Rates During Electrolysis
of D20 in LiOD Using a Palladium Cathode:
A Microcalorimetric Study

S. SRINIVASAN, Y. J. KIM, O. H. MURPHY, C. R. MARTIN·, AND A. J. APPLEBY

Center for Electrochemical Systems and Hydrogen Research, Texas Engineering Experiment
Station, and *Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

A microcalorimeter was used to measure excess heat that might be produced by electrolysis
of palladium in deuterium oxide. The instrument, based on the Seebeck effect, is capable of
detecting approximately IJ.LW in a maximum heat input of 5 W. Two 5- x 5- x I-em cells, one of
which contains a heat source and the other a blank, allow accurate differential measurements.
Experimental cells were stainless steel containing 7.5-8 cm3 of electrolyte and were calibrated
at the start to ensure that no heat was generated within the cell (as by corrosion or formation
of oxide films).

Palladium wires were used as received: some with no preparation, some after cleaning.
some after annealing. Some were melted to form spheres. Typically the wires were 0.5 or
1 mm in diameter and I em long; spheres were 2 mm in diameter. Countereleclrodes were
I-mm diameter platinum coils. Electrolytes used were 0.1 M LiOD and 0.1 M LiOH. both
prepared from natural Li metal eli containing -7% 6Li), and 0.1 M NaOD prepared from
nuclear-grade Na metal.

Electrolysis of LiOH in light water (after an initial charging period) showed no excess heat
at current densilies of 300. 600, or 1000 mA/cm2 • With 0.1 M LiOD, anomalous heat effects
were seen, amounting to 16.3-19.3 Wlcm3 Pd, depending on the current density employed.
Neutrons were detected in some cells; tritium in some cells, especially those run at low currents.
Neither 3He nor 4He was detected in the electrodes.

The experimenters acknowledged that their resuhs were preliminary and did not constitute
evidence for cold fusion that "would stand up in court," but could not offer a plausible alter
native explanation for the excess heat. Recombination of product gases (H2 or D2 and O2 ).

suggested by some, was not observed in parallel experiments conducted oUlside the calorimeter.
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Workshop on Cold Fusion Phenomena

Neutron Emission and the Tritium Content
Associated with Deuterium-Loaded
Palladium and Titanium Metals

K. L. WOLF, N. PACKHAM, J. SHOEMAKER, F. CHENG, AND D. LAWSON

Cyclotron Institute and the Departmerit o/Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station,
Texas 77853

An experimental investigation was conducted on samples of Pd and Ti loaded with deuterium
by the electrolysis of D20 and by absorption of D2 gas. In approximately 200 experiments on
:l5 samples, statistically significant evidence for neutron emission was obtained in 2 separate
experiments from I Pd-Ni electrolysis cell. Observed rates of 3-4 times the background rate
of 0.8 n/min (0.4-2.5 MeV) correspond to a 2.5-MeV neutron source strength of 50 n/min over
a period of 1-2 h.

A 3- x 5-in. NE213 liquid scintillator coupled to a 5-in. diameter RCA 8854 phototube
was used, for an overall efficiency of 5% for 2.5 MeV neutrons. Pulse-shape discrimination
(PSD) was used for o/r discrimination. Cosmic-ray rejection Wl.'.s provided by the PSD and by
2 ft x 4 ft x 0.25-in. plastic scintillator paddles. Antennas and the PSD were used for external
noise rejection. The neutron detector was shielded from the heat produced by electrolytic cells
and the temperature was monitored. Data were acquired with a CAMAC-based leCroy 2280
system interfaced to an 80386 computer.

The presence of 5 x 1012 tritium atoms in the solution of the electrolysis cell was deter
mined several days after the neulTon-production runs. Tritium detection was accomplished
with a pair of low-noise EMI 9954 phototubes coupled to a 1- x 1- x 3-cm cell. Neutralized
samples were mixed with a water-soluble liquid scintillator for an efficiency of 30% in coin
cidence mode. Energy spectra were compared to tritium standards for the efficiency and for
identification through slope and end-point determinations. Tritium content of the cell before
neutron production is not known.

Preliminary Investigation of Possible Low Temperature Fusion

C. D. SCOTT, E. GREENBAUM, G. E. MICHAELS, J. E. MROCHEK, E. NEWMAN,
M. PETEK, AND T. C. SCOIT

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

This report describes the results of radiation and heat measurement from a more-or-Iess
"classical" palladium (2.8- x 9O-mm)/D20(0.2N LiOD) electrolytic cell operated at 28°C in
the range 10Q-400 mA/cm2. The cell was thermally insulated, was cooled with forced-flow
water, and had an internal heater for purposes of calibration. A I- x I-in. NE213 scintillator was
used for neutron detection e52Cf calibration, threshold set for 1.2 MeV, 0.00146 efficiency).
Neutron-produced gamma rays were measured with a Nal crystal with a thermal-neutron shield
and a polyethylene converter (1.8-2.7 MeV range. 5.75 x 10-5 overall efficiency). Tests ran
for 350-400 hours. The neutron background was '" 1 countlhour, but anomalous increases of
",80% were observed, which returned to the '" I count/hour background when the cell was
shut off for"'"360 hours. A few points during the long runs showed some increases in neutron
counting rate a little above background, but the gamma-ray count at all times remained at
background. Generally, the overall energy balance was made to within 100%, with a "little bit

2
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of plus and minus." One incident was reported at about gO hours into a run, in which excess
heat was observed for 4-6 hours, but the totality suggests no long-term energy emission and
certainly nothing greater than -20% in one brief period. A few unexplained temperature
excursions of a few degrees were also reported. Measured tritium increases of near twofold
were explicable by evaroration during the electrochemical processes. Generally, low-level
anomalous neutron and heat production were observed at or slightly above background levels.

Measurement of Neutron and Gamma R~y Emission Rates and
Calorimetry in Electrochemical Cells Having Pd Cathodes

D. ALBAGLI, V. CAMMARATA, R. CROOKS, M. SCHLOH, M. S. WRIGHTON,
X. CHEN·, C. FIORE·, M. GAUDREAU·, D. GWINN·, P. LINSAY·,
S. C. LUCKHARDT·, R. PARKER·, R. PETRASSO·, K. WENZEL·,
R. BALLINGER··, AND I. HWANG··

Department of Chemistry, *Plasma Fusion Center, **Departments of Nuclear Engineering
and Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts

Initial experiments with 6-mm Pd rods were run for 45 to 60 days looking for 30% heat
effects (200-300 mW sensitivity) and for neutrons (with a BF3 counter), with null results.
Later experiments featured more accurate measurements, using 1- to 3-mm Pd wires 10 em
long, annealed at 700°C for I hour and cooled in vacuum. An isothermal calorimeter (with
heaters in the cell to hold constant temperature) was used with temperature control to 0.05°C,
giving a detection limit of 15 mW, and lO-day runs were made at 64 mNcm2 with matched
light-water and heavy-water cells. No differences were seen to a level of 9%, the estimated
maximum error.

Off gases showed 4He at the level found in air, and both 3He and 4He analyses of the
Pd showed none to the level of detectability. There were no detectable gamma rays; the Nal
detector was calibrated with a Pu-Be source. The experiments showed that the signal published
by Pons and Fleischman was too narrow a linewidth and did not have a Compton edge, as it
should, and as did that reported here. The Pons and Fleischman level of 20,000 n/s·cm3 is 34
times higher than the background of these experiments, and should have been seen but was
not. No tritium buildup in the electrolyte was seen; rather, it stayed at the level of 100 dis/min
mt.

3
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In Search of Nuclear Fusion in Electrolytic Cells and
Metal/Gas Systems

D. R. MCCRACKEN, J. PAQUETTE, R. E. JOHNSON, N. A. BRIDEN, W. G. CROSS,
A. ARJENA, A. M. LONE, D. C. TENNANT, AND W. J. L. BUYERS

Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario.
Canada

This paper comprisea two pieces of work, an electrochemical effort and an investigation
of metal-D2 gas system. Eleven eiectrochemical cells were used. All employed palladium
cathodes and platinum electrodes. Cathode masses ranged from 2-41 g with surface areas
from 3-140 cm2• Cathode geomelries included wires, sheet, rods and tubes. The time was
0.5-28 days. The current .tensity was held at values from 100-140 mA/cm2• The electrolyte
was varied from O.IM LiOD to 0.5M deuterated phosphoric acid, and the temperature was
controlled at selected values between 16 and 50oC. These conditions were believed to bracket
those of Pons and Fleischmann. The calorimetry is accurate to 0.1 W. In a typical case, the
power in was 5 W and the power out was 5 ± 0.1 W. No neutrons above background level were
detected.

In the metal-gas experiment, 100 g of titanium sponge was heated to 6OO°C in vacuum,
then exposed to 40 atm of deuterium while it cooled. It was then cooled to liquid-nitrogen
temperature. The 3He neutron detectors had an efficiency near 2% for these experiments.
These experiments set an upper limit of 4 x 10- 25 per cm2 for the observed neutron flux,
much lower than observed by the Frascatti group.

4
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Second Plenary Session (8):
Integrated Experiments (Cont.)

Search for Neutrons from Cold Fusion in Pd-D

R. S. RAGHAVAN, L. C. FELDMAN, M. M. BROER,

J. S. KRAUS, A. C. JAMES, AND D. W. MURPHY

AT& r Bell Labs. Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

In a search for neutrons from d-d fusion in Pd rods loaded electrolyticaIly with deuterium,
three Pd rods were used: (1) 0.125 cm diam. x 9 cm long, drawn and cold-worked; (2) 0.125
cm diam. x 9 cm long, drawn and annealed; (3) 0041 cm diam. x 8 cm long, cast, drawn and
annealed. The rods were held in two electrolytic ceIls [020 (99.5% 0) + 0.1 M LiDO, current
density 53 mA/cm2] and placed before a 12.5 em diam. x 12.5 cm NaI(Tl) detector with a 5-cm
polyethylene (PE) moderator interposed. A pair of plastic scintillator plates above and below
the NaI(Tl) vetoed cosmic muons. The apparatus was housed within 10 cm ofPE surrounded on
the outside with lead and borax. Fusion neutrons are moderated inside the PE housing, creating
a slow-neutron gas that can be detected by two r-ray producing reaction signals: (I) n-capture
by protons in the PE (2.224-MeV r); (2) 23Na and 1231 n-capture r-rays in the range 3.5-7
MeV. The latter, produced inside the Nal(TI), is the more sensitive signal. The background in
this region, mostly due to cosmic rays, is far less than the background below 2.62 MeV, which
is dominated by natural radioactivity. Therefore, the results are insensitive to ambient natural
radioactivity. From the overaIl neutron detection efficiency (measured with an Am-Be source
immersed in D20 (LiOD) at the counting positions) and the observed background limit, it was
deduced that neutron production at the rate of - 0.1 nls in the ceIl can be detected.

In a four-week measurement < 0.007 nls·g Pd (OA-cm diam. rod) were observed compared
to 103 n/s·g Pd claimed by Fleischmann and Pons for a similar Pd rod. This result implies
< 2.2 x 10- 24 d-d-n fusions per dd pair per second in the Pd electrode, as compaied to
10- 24 to 10-23 observed by Jones et al. in a Ti electrode.

5
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Calorimetry, Neutron Flux, Gamma Flux, and Tritium Yield
from Electrochemically Charged Palladium in D20

N. S. LEWIS AND C. A. BARNES

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering and Kellogg Radiation Laboratory.
California Institute of Technology. Pasadena, California

This work features sensitive nuclear detection equipment and calorimetry at the 6% !evel.
with no detectable heat excess or nuclear products from electrolytic cells. A variety of error
sources are described. Neutron detection used 12 3He proportional counters with about 24%
efficiency, with cosmic ray veto. Nothing above background was seen. The Pd wires ranged
from "as received," to annealed, to cast in alumina, and some runs extended to almost 600
hours. The results place a neutron limit at 1(}..IOO neutrons/hr·cm3 Pd. There were no gamma
rays to the limit of lOO/h as detennined by a 15-cm cube of NaI. Tritium buildup and 4He
in the off gas were similarly negative. The calorimeter is a Tronic unit similar to the Texas
A&M unit (Appleby, Srinivasan) but it was used in a constant temperature (to O.OOIOC) mode.
Power input by electrolysis is compensated by a power decrease in an internal resistor, and
(V - 1.54)/ is always the measured decrease in resistive power, to the 6% level.

Continuous calibration of the rate of heat loss was done, to ensure that changes in that loss
were not interpreted as excess heat. The paper gives compelling reasons why open-calorimetry
results are not sufficient for believing heat excesses at the 10% level, which is the level in all
experiments in the U.S. where heat output is claimed.

Search for Fusion in Deuterated Transition Metals:
Dynamical Pressures Above 1 Megabar

F. M. MUELLER, K. A. JOHNSON, W. J. MEDINA, A. R. MANTHEI,
C. L. TALCOTI, E. K. STORMS, J. W. SHANER, B. L. FREEMAN,
J. E. VORTHMAN, AND M. M. FOWLER

Los Alamos National Laboratory. Los Alamos. New Mexico 87545

A cylindrical shock experiment was perfonned on deuterated Pd (0.3 g) and Ti (0.1 g) foils
using a well-tested fUlly recoverable, high-pressure design. Four grams of Zn was placed in the
experimental chamber as a post-shot neutron radiochemical detector. The system was pressure
tested and its free volume was measured. It was then cleaned to remove gas contaminants,
surface poisons, or deuterium transfer inhibitors, and back-loaded with deuterium at room
temperature. The initial pressure was 50 psi, which dropped to 30 psi of deuterium gas. The
observed uptake rates showed that both Pd and Ti foils deuterated to a deuterium-to-metal
ratio of about 0.7. TIle sample container was removed from the loading system, maintaining
gas tightness, and inserted into the high-explosive configuration. The entire system was then
subjected to a dynamical shock pressure of more than 0.1 TPa. Prompt neutron detectors
were placed behind protecting sandbags and Pb bricks close to the experiment. Post-shot
radiochemical analysis was also perfonned. The results showed that less than 104 neutrons
were generated. No increased neutron flux above background was detected during the several
microseconds of dynamical pressure on the deuterated foils. It was concluded that mechanisms
to enhance fusion rates in deuterated transition metals were not prp.sent at the detection level
and pressures of this experiment.
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Test for "Cold Fusion" in the Pd-D2 and Ti-D2 Sytems at
350 MPa and 195-300 K

J. G. BLENCOE, M. T. NANEY, D. J. WESOLOWSKI, AND F. G. PEREY*

Chemistry Division and *Engineering Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee 37831.

Experiments are in progress on the Pd-D2 and Ti-D2 systems at 350 MPa and 195-300 K.
to investigate the possibility that "cold fusion" occurs in high D/metal phases generated by
pressurization with D2 gas. Reactions between high-purity Pd or Ti and D2 are being monitored
using BFa neutron detectors and thermocouples. The neutron-detector array has an efficiency
of -6%, as determined using a 252Cf source. The pressure vessel and neutron detectors are
immersed in a water bath thermostated at 300 K. A type K thermocouple in contact with the
Pd or Ti sample is compared with a reference type K thermocouple also housed in the vessel
and located - IO cm above the sample. The neutron r.·IX, gas pressure, and thermocouple and
bath temperatures are continuously monitored at time intervals ranging from 6 s to 5 min.

Experiments compieted to date in the Pd-D2 system at 300 K have shown no neutron flux
significantly above background (9.5 ± 0.5 counts/min), and no sustained heat production has
been detected.

The rationale for these studies was to investigate the possibility that electrolysis is not
required to induce cold fusion and that charging palladium by deuterium under high pressure
might produce effects similar to those observed by Reischmann and Pons and others.

No neutron flux above background was detected under any sets of pressure/temperature/time
conditions investigated in either system.

Measurements of Heat, Neutron and Gamma Flux Induced by
Muons Stopped in Deuterium Saturated Targets

M. CHEN, S. STEADMAN, C. FIORE*, M. GAUDREAU*, S. LUCKHART*,
R. PARKER*, R. CROOKS**, M. SCHLOH**. D. ALBAGLI**, V. CAMMARATA**.
M. WRIGHTON**. R. DEBBEt, AND D. LOWENSTEINt

Department of Physics and Laboratory for Nuclear Science, *Plasma Fusion Center,
**Department ofChemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
tBrookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York

Work in progress explores what happens when a flux of muons is put into metal hydride
targets saturated with deuterium. The experiments are designed to measure the number of
neutrons generated for each muon stopped by the hydride, and to determine what happens to
the muons: whether they are captured quickly by the heavy-Z nucleus, or whether there are
significant effects related to the presence of deuterium atoms and/or shielding of metal nucleus.

A pulsed beam of protons from Brookhaven's alternating gradient synchrotron was directed
against a 3-inch-thick Pd target to generate pions that then decayed to muons. Both the pions
and the muons were momentum analyzed with bending magnets before reaching the target area.
When muons that passed through 3 scintillation detectors and 1/8 inch of lead were not seen
leaving the target, various detectors were triggered to measure neutrons (BFa /3He counters),
gamma rays (Nal crystals), or heat (calorimeters) emitted by the target. The neutron detectors
were calibrated with californium and americium-bef'jllium sources and typically have 1.5%
efficiency.
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Targets were of three types: pressure-fonned (at -200°C and -200 psi for 10 hours)
hydrides of palladium, vanadium, titanium, and lanthanum with a Dfmetal ratio typically of
0.7; electrolysis-fonnetl hydrides of swaged and annealed palladium (the latter with 1- to 2-mm
crystallites); and frequer;t control targets (air, heavy water, palladium, lead, and deuterium gas).
The relative rates will be measured with or without muons for cast thin Pd rods in an ongoing
electrochemical cell similar to that used by Pons and Fleischmann.

Because of the continuing nature of the work and the limited time, only cautious statements
were made about results and no numbers were given (e.g., for the upper limit on the number
of neutrons per stopped muon).

High Precision Calorimetric Search for Evidence of Cold Fusion

M. E. HAYDEN, U. NARGER, J. L. BOOTH, L. A. WHITEHEAD, W. N. HARDY,
J. F. CAROLAN, D. A. BALZARINI, C. C. BLAKE, AND E. WISHNOW

University of British Columbia. Vancouver. British Columbia

This paper describes a precision calorimeter with catalytic conversion of the off gases to
water, thus eliminating the need to account for vapor transport in the power balance. Cells
were calibrated with resistors for absolute accuracy, for temperature gradient effects when
the calibrating heat was localized to different comers of the cell, and for response time.
It was detennined that the cell was 100% efficient in recombining O2 and O2, that it was
completely insensitive to thennal gradients, and that the absolute accuracy was 0.3%. A Pd
rod of unspecified parameters was loaded with O2 and run for 12 days at 40 mWfcm2• To
the level of I mW per gram there was no excess heat. The experimenters offered to run cells
prepared by others in their setup.
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Physics of Fusion Reactions (I)

Nuclear Reactions and Screened-Coulomb Fusion Rates

G. M. HALE, R. D. SMITH, AND T. L. TALtEY

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

The R-matrix approach to nuclear reactions, a very convenient way to describe a rnany
body system with interacting particles that have both long- and short-range forces, was briefly
discussed. The results of this approach were shown for the calculation of branching ratios,
reaction constants, etc., for the nuclear reactions of hydrogen isotopes. The theory included nu
clear effects at small distances, allowing the rates for a variety of screened Coulomb potentials
to be calculated more correctly.

Among the findings for the deuterium-deuterium reactions was no evidence for a strong
enhancement at lower energies of the proton branch due to something analogous to the
Oppenheimer-Phillips effect. The calculations also predicted quite different branching ratios
for the d + d reactions when they were initiated by S-waves than when they were initiated
by P-waves. Also, because the amount of screening necessary to get a 10- 24 fusion rate was
found to correspond to unreasonably high electron densities, it would appear beller to look for
processes that produce higher energy interaction ions rather than screening effects.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of PdD1. 1:

How Close Can Deuterons Get?

PETER M. RICHARDS

Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque. New Mexico 87185

A molecular dynamics simulation of palladium deuteride was discussed that gave a dis
tribution of distances for neighboring deuteriums. The deuteride considered was "above
stoichiometry" to increase the chance of deuteriurns crowding together, especially by multiple
occupancy of octahedral sites in the palladium lattice. The calculations used strictly classical
dynamics, so any exotic quantum effects would not be seen.

The calculations showed that double occupancy of the octahedral site occurs only if very
short screening lengths (one-quarter of a Bohr radius) are used. At one-half a Bohr radius,
double occupancy becomes metastable (there is a stable-like energy, but it lies well above the
energy for one deuterium in an octahedral site and another in a tetrahedral site). At one Bohr
radius there is no minimum at all.

All distributions calculated (for temperatures of 300 and 1300 K and palladium-deuteron
potentials for the tetrahedral site being both stable and unstable) showed no approach closer
than that in a D2 molecule. For example, at 1300 K, distances down to 0.7A occur, which
corresponds roughly, for some small fraction of the time, to the atoms gelling as close as in a
D2 molecule, but no closer.
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Conditions Leading to the Production of Cold Fusion Neutrons

M. GAJDA, D. HARLEY, AND J. RAFELSKI

Department of Physics, University ofArizona, Tucson

Conditions were discussed that must be attained with the metallic lattice to achieve the
d + d__3 He + n fusion rates observed by Jones et aI., supposing that the so-called "cold
fusion" is occurring in small pockets of deuterium under plasma conditions. The particular
mechanism considered responsible for the formation of the pockets is the catastrophic collapse
of microscopic cavities between the metallic crystals, caused by the sudden expansion of
crystals under stress. The collapse achieves lukewarm plasma conditions (temperatures of the
order of 10 KeY).

Using conventional physics (such as barrier penetration tunneling with the WKB approxi
mation) for Z =I systems, fusion cross sections were calculated as a function of energy, then
fusion rates were obtained from a thermal average of cross sections. Such averaging involves
essentially two exponentials: one expressing a probability of occupying a given energy state,
which rapidly decreases with energy, and one due to the tunneling prob":lbility, which increases
steeply with energy. The competition between these two factors results in a Gamow-Teller
peak that reaches a maximum very high above the working temperature. The implication of
this analysis is that the entire fusion amplitude is coming from an energy that is much higher
than the temperature.

The fusion rate of 10- 23 needed to explain the results of Jones et al. can be achieved
with a screening length of 0.1 A, which is very small and essentially unrealistic. In addition,
only a very small component of the deuterium in thenetallic lattice will be in the high
temperature phase when the cavities are collapsing. Thus, screening is unable to explain, in
terms of conventional physics, the observed fusion rates, and some resomnce or off-equilibrium
behavior will need to be invoked.
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Third Plenary Session (C):
Neutron and Gamma-ray Spectroscopy

Cold Nuclear Fusion in Condensed Matter:
Recent Results and Open Questions

S. E. JONES

Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602

The realization that muon-catalyzed cold fusion had serious fundamental difficulties (Le.,
alpha-particle/muon sticking and termination of the catalysis chain) prompted the BYU gf':mp
in 1985 to examine alternative approaches to cold fusion. It was realized four years ago that
the increased density of hydrogen in metallic solids would lead to enhancement of fusion rates
to a level that might be measurable. This history, together with the anomalous excess (by
""" 10(0) of 3He near (volcanic) terrestrial hot spots, launched the BYU group on its present
course of research with an emphasis on sear.:hing for fusion products from metals that have been
heavily infused with deuterium by electrochemical methods. A central guiding principle in this
research has been the need to achieve highly non-equilibrium conditions in the hydride. After
settling in ]986 on electrolysis as a means to create a non-equilibrium infusion of hydrogen,
even after examining pressure-loading methods (but unfortunately without cooling the pressure
loaded samples), an effort 'was launched to develop a sensitive neutron spectrometer based on
coincidence-counting neutron events occurring in water and lithium-doped glass media; it is
imponant to identify the 2.5-MeV neutrons from the DD fusions to determine whether fusions
are in fact occurring. Several man-years of effort were required to develop and calibrate the
sensitive neutron spectrometer that has provided the main statistical evidence for low-level
cold fusions occurring in the BYU electrochemical experiments. Recently, the BYU effort has
expanded to include involvement in electrochemical and pressure-loading experiments at Los
Alamos and pressure-loading experiments at the Italian Gran Sasso.

As for most of these measurements, the neutron counting for the BYU electrochemical
cell experiments is an exercise in low-level counting statistics, with statistically significant
results being characterized by ;;:5 standard deviations; typically a little more than twice as
much background data were taken as foreground data. Over a series of neutron-counting
experiments, the average 2.5-MeV neutron count rate was 0.06 counts/s, the maximum was
0.40 counts/s, and statistically significant deviations in the counting rate over the ensemble
of runs was reported. The count rate with the greatest statistical significance (0.4 counts/s)
was seen in February 1989 and has not been repeated. Even though no statistically significant
neutron counting results were observed with either a deuterium electrochemical cell with no
current or a light-water cell, the possibility that the statistically significant 2.5-MeV count
rate is "artificial" cannot be ruled out. What can be ruled out is the origin of these neutrons
being catalyzed by muons of cosmic origin. The original "Mother-earth soup" used by the
BYU group has generally been replaced with l>. simpler electrolyte (palladium chloride, lithium
sulfate), and statistically significant neutron count rates of 0.04 counts/s are being observed.

The BYU group is collaborating with the Los Alamos groups working on both electrochem
ical and pressure-loadi'1g deuterium infusion experiments; the latter is described in a separate
presentation (Menlove). The electrochemical tests are being monitored for neutrons using a
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17%-efficient 3He proportional counter with a background level of ~0.37 counts/so At about 3
standard deviations, the neutron source is estimated to be ~O.08 counts/so Some neutron bursts
were observed from electrochemical cells (53 neutrons in 128 Jis), as for the pressure-loading
experiments; neutron bursts were observed after the current was reduced to zero, but not after
the cell was removed from the detector. Generally the ~O.I counts/s count rates for the Los
Alamos cells are similar to those reported from BYU and from Texas A&M (Wolf). Generally,
excess heat was not observed, and the excess-heat experiments appear to be distinctly different
from those showing radiation; a lack of recognition of this difference really ~as created much
confusion. Expression of this difference in terms of a dramatic shift in the DD fusion branch
ing ratios flies in the face of hard experimental (e.g., muon-catalyzed fusion) and theoretical
(R-matrix calculations) evidence; the origin of excess heat from nuclear-fusion processes was
strongly challenged. Rather, piezonuclear fusion or fracto-fusion were offered as two plausible
explanations.

It was concluded that:
(a) energy applications are a long way off (;S 1O-13W/cm3);
(b) geophysical 3He and heat production might be explained, and
(c) new physics and chemistry (nuclear. electro-, solid-state, geophysical) warrant continued

research.

Experimental Evidence for Cold Nuclear Fusion in a
Measurement Under the Gran Sasso Massif

A. BERTIN, M. BRUSCHI, M. CAPPONI, S. DE CASTRO, U. MARCONI,
C. MORONI, M. PICCININI, N. SEMPRINI·CESARI, A. TROMBINI,
A. VITALE, A. ZOCCOLl, J. B. CZIRR"', G. L. JENSEN"',
S. Eo JONES"', AND Eo P. PALMER'"

Dipartimenro di Fisica dell' Universita di Bologna and Insrituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare,
Bologna, Italy
*Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, USA 84602

The results of neutron emissions from electrochemical cells using titanium electrodes and
a BYU "Mother-earth soup" type electrolyte in the low-background Gran Sasso Massif were
reported. The work was performed in collaboration with the BYU group. The Italian Gran
Sasso Massif Laboratory is under 1400-m Mount Aquila, where in the 20 x 100 x 18-m exper
imental halls the natural radioactivity background is reduced tenfold. Furthermore, the cosmic
muon flux is reduced by millions from that al sea level. The most significant background is at
tributed to gamma radiation, so a two-detector system (one for the electrolytic cell and one 8 m
from the test cell for background) was designed with a 10- 4 gamma-ray rejection efficiency;
the neutron background was measured to be 0.08-0.16 counts/so Proton-recoil scintillations
were used as neutron detectors with a high gamma-ray rejection rate; the energy resolution
of these NE-213 liquid scintillation detectors was 28% at 0.77-MeV electron equivalent en
ergies. The combination of low background and the more-or-Iess-standard detectors should
allow measurement of neutron rates of the order of those measured by the BYU group. With
a fixed gamma discrimination level, the background measurement was made with the separate
detectors before and after each ~ I-hour electrolytic-cell neutron measurement. After about 1
hour of electrolysis, the neutron count rate increased to a maximum and then decreased to the
background level after ~3 hours; this behavior was observed in two subsequent tests. Move
ment of the electrolytic cells to the background detectur produced an increase in the neutron
counting rate. Monte Carlo analysis of the detector amplitude verified that the neutron energy
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spectrum is comparable with the 2.5-MeV DO-fusion neutron. These computations predicted
a detector efficiency of (4 ± 0.6) x 10- 2 for the 2.5-MeV DO-fusion neutron. This calibration
led to the estimated 2.5-MeV emission rate of 0.25 counts/so Scaling this emission rate for the
differences between the ceIls used here and those used by the BYU group gave 0.33 counts/so
which is close to the BYU value of 0.4 counts/so Hem.:e 2.5-MeV neutrons were observed
following electrolytic infusion of deuterons into titanium cathodes (gold anode). which con
finns in magnitude the BYU neutron-emission results but with statistics that are twice as good.
Future work will focus on funher reducing the gamma-ray bacl,ground, perfonning systematic
"blind" measurements. and attempting to observe gamma rays from the Pd fusion reaction.

The Measurement of Neutron Emissions from Ti plus D2 Gas

H. O. MENLOVE, M. M. FOWLER, E. GARCIA, A. MAYER, M. C. MILLER,
R. R. RYAN, AND S. E. JONES·

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
*Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602

The results of neutron measurements on 02 pressure-loaded metal samples were reponed.
wherein both random (no time correlation) and burst (time-correlated) neutron emissions were
observed. Four different neutron detectors were used, typical of which was a high-efficiency
array of 16 3He tubes embedded in polyethylene; these detectors were highly insensitive to
microphonics (Testacoil), gamma rays (l rlhour source), temperature (0.01 %!K). and insta
bilities (l % per month drift). Typical detector efficiencies were in the range 19-34%. The
test space was three floors below ground and shielded overhead by -I m of concrete. The
pressure cylinders (25 cm long, 2 cm in diameter) containing a mixture of paUadium and tita
nium shavings were loaded with pressurized deuterium (20-50 atm). cooled to liquid-nitrogen
temperature (l0-30 min), placed in the room-temperature neutron detector (2-3-hour natural
wannup period), and, along with an adjacent background detector, were monitored for neutrons.

Neutron counts were stored in lOoo-s time bins, with time zero being the removal from
tile liquid nitrogen bath and insenion into the neutron detector. Substantial bursts of counts
(.", 100. accounting for detector efficiency) were observed when the cylinder was first removed
from the liquid nitrogen bath. The pressure cylinder had to experience several thennal cycles
bt~fore neutrons were detected. No neutrons were observed from a dummy cylinder. About I
hour into the wannup cycle, when the pressure cylinder was at -30°C, high neutron counts
(~J85) were observed, foIlowed by smaIler bursts. This behavior could be reproduced for five
to six thennal cycles. It was observed that the point of maximum thennal stress (highest time
temperature change, highest gradients) are at zero time and not when the "-30°C" n~utrons

art~ observed. Time-uncorrelated (random versus burst) neutrons were also observed, '.vith
differences between dummy and sample pressure cylinders in neutron count rates amounting
to II standard deviations; this was reduced to 4 standard deviations when dummy and sample
cylinders were switched between detector systems. The rate of random neutron emission ranged
from 0.05 to 0.2 counts/s, which is similar to the results from BYU and the Grand Sasso Massif
Laboratory. The time-correlated neutron bursts, which ranged from 10 to 300 neutrons over
-1.5 events and occurred in -100 p.s, could be the result of "fracto-fusion" events or other
me(:hanisms. The identification of materials (titanium alloy), neutron-energy spectrum, aIloy
microstructure detail, and gas (deuterium, tritium) are areas where future activities are being
targ,eted.
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Neutron Emission from a Titanium-Deuterium System

A. DE NINNO, A. FRATTOLILLO, G. LOLLOBATTISTA, L. MARTINIS,
M. MARTONE, L. MORI, S. PODDA, AND F. SCARAMUZZI

Centro Richerche Energia Frascatti, CP 65. 00044 Frascati (Roma), Italy

The very earliest (and e~citing) phases of these "ground-breaking" pressure-loading experi
ments at Frascatti are reported, along with results from two even more preliminary experimen,s,
one by Magrini at Frascati and one by Mazzone and Vittori at Casaccia.

The idea of achieving nonequilibrium deuterium concentrations in metals by gas-phase high
pressure injection, rather than the more complex (and possibly elegant) electrochemical-infusion
methods, was pioneered at Frascati. Using - 100 g of titanium shavings, a series of pressure
loading (-50 atm) and temperature cycles was tried and tested in an apparatus that contained
no more than a pressure cell, a thennocouple, a container of liquid nitrogen, and an array
of (three) BF3 neutron counters (0.105% efficient, inferred from presentation). After room
temperature D2 pressurization, the test cell was cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature and then,
since no neutrons were observed, allowed to wann slowly up to room temperature by allowing
the liquid nitrogen to evaporO'te [unlike the Los Alamos experiment, which removed the test
cell from the liquid nitrogen and commenced a rapid (few hour) wanning schedule]. The first
burst of neutrons was observed post facto when a weekend check of the nitrogen revealed a
low level and an unobserved (real-time) neutron burst. Neutrons were again observed later,
when liquid nitrogen was removed to perfonn an elecl.rical check, thereby allowing the sample
to wann again; this sequence constituted the "first test" where neutrons were observed. The
second neutron event occurred while slowly increasing the sample temperature from liquid
nitrogen temperature and pumping (10- 2 torr) on the specimen; a particularly high neutron
emission was observed (-5000 n/s, compaied with 270 n/s for the first event in a background of
6.7 x 10- 4 counts/s, equivalent to 13 n/s). The third experiment in which neutron emission was
observed first cooled the titanium to liquid-nitrogen temperatures and then admitted deuterium
at 20 atm; neutrons were observed one hour after introduction of D2 at a rate of -200 n/s.

The "search and try" nature of these preliminary experiments, the randomness and unpre
dictability of success, and the spirited search for explanations is evident. The possibility of
counter saturation and neutron-burst time limitations/distortions by neutron slowing-down time
in the detector are also apparent and noted.

The other Frascati (Magrini) experiment used titanium sponge, pressure-loaded and cooled
to liquid-nitrogen temperature; with simultaneous wanning and pumping on the sample, the
experimenters began to measure "a little excess neutrons" after - 10 hours. The Casacci
(Mazzone and Villori) experiment heated titanium blades at 10000C in the presence of -0.1
mbar of D2 and then decreased the temperature to 5000 C at 20 mbar D2 ; neutron emission
was observed soon (I min) after this sample was heated to 1000°C again.

While these "look and see" kind of experiments and the apparent success of neutron gen
eration are exciting, considerably more systematic work with expanded diag!)ostics and better
materials characteristics are needed before these interesting observations can be explained.
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Upper Limits on Emission Rates of Neutrons and Gamma Rays
from "Cold Fusion" in Deuterided Metals

M. GAl, S. L. RUGARI, R. H. FRANCE, B. J. LUND, Z. ZHAO,
A. J. DAVENPORT·, H. S. ISAACS·, AND K. G. LYNN··

A. W Wright Nuclear Structure Laboratory, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06511
*Depanment ofApplied Science, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973
**Department of Physics and Applied Science, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New
York 11973

A search for neutrons and gamma rays emitted in "cold fusion" in electroly~ically deuterided
metals was carried out with a very low background and a sensitive neutron-detection system
comprising an array of six liquid-scintillator neutron counters operating in coincidence, with a
total efficiency of I%. Pulse-shape, pulse-height, and time-of-flight measurements were made
for scattered neutrons. Gamma rays were detected in two large 02.5-cm) NaI(Tl) detectors
with a total efficiency of 0.1 % at 5.5 MeV. The detection system was shielded from background
radiation and two large-area cosmic-ray veto counters were used. Up to four electrochemical·
ceJls, similar to the ones used by Aeischmann, Pons, and Hawkins and by Jones et aI., ran
concurrently. Palladium or cold-worked titanium rods were used as cathodes. Some of the
electrode material was cold worked, some was annealed at lOOO°C in flowing argon, and some
was vacuum annealed. Most of the electrodes were anodized (Le., operated with reversed
current); some were pre-charged with deuterium. The metals were electrochemically charged
with deuterium in heavy water (97.5% or 99.8% 0 20), electrolytes containing LiOD, or a
variety of salts. Some electrolytes were intentionally poisoned with water, some were very pure
heavy water, and some used the BYU "Mother earth soup." Titanium alloy powder deuterided
at room temperature and high pressure was also used for comparison. No statistically significant
deviation from the background was observed in either gamma-ray or neutron detectors over a
period of 3 weeks. The gamma-ray detector background was one count per hour per channel
in the region where the DO gamma ray is expected. Using a califomium-252 neutron source,
the gamma-gamma scattering occurs within 0.6 ns, which is within the time resolution of
the detector (-2.5 ns). The (n,n') scattering is separated by 13 ns for califomium-252 and
10 ns for Pu/8e neutrons, with the expected energy scaling being reported; these calibrations
indicate that the detector is working with nearly 100% resolution. This detector system gave
a background of 1.7±O.5 counts per hour, which was claimed to be much lower than most
other detectors being used to search for cold-fusion neutrons. It was also claimed that this
level of pulse-height-discriminated, time-of-fHght-selected background (.$1 count per hour)
was needed "before we can make any conclusive statement" about cold fusion. The grand
total of all Yale/8rookhaven experiments was, "no effect."

Specifically, the rate of "cold fusion" of d + d in the Pd and Ti samples was estimated to
within 98% confidence level to be smaller than the order of 10-25 fusions per atom pair per
second (30 upper limit). The estimated neutron flux in the experiment is a factor of 50-100
smaller than that reported by the BYU group, and some million times smaller than that reported
by the Utah group. In spite of the impressive sensitivity and care that characterized the neutron
detection methods reported by the Yale group, the information given on the electrochemical
aspects of this study was not sufficient to exclude that as~ct of the test as the cause for "no
effect."
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Lack of Neutron and Gamma Radiation from PPL's
Cold Fusion Experiments

H. HSUAN, D. M. MANOS, S. COHEN, S. COWLEY, R. MOTLEY,
A. L. ROQUEMORE, T. SAITO, J. TIMBERLAKE, W. AYERS·, T. BENNETT,
M. BI'ITER, F. E. CECIL··, J. CUTHBERTSON, J. DONG, H. F. DYLLA,
J. EVANS, H. FURTH, L. GRISHAM, H. HENDEL, K. HILL, R. KULSRUD,
D. MEADE, S. S. MEDLEY, D. MUELLER, E. NIESCHMIDTt,
R. SHOEMAKER, AND J. THOMAS

Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey 08543
*Electron Transfer Technologies, Princeton, New Jersey
**Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado
fldaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls, Idaho

A variety of auempts to reproduce the various "cold fusion" experiments have been made,
along with some variations on their basic themes. To date, no evidence has been derived from
any Princeton experiments for the production of either neutrons or gamma rays at rates above
background. Experiments performed include: (a) electrolysis in a pure 020 cell with 1M
L.iOD or LiOH solution and various palladium cathodes at current densities up to 0.06 Ncm2;
(b) electrolysis in a 50-50 D20-H20 cell with a graded drawn Pd wire (or cast Pd sphere)
cathode at current densities up to 0.05 A/cm2; (c) thermal and pressure cycling of various high
pressure D2-gas-loaded Ti turnings, Ti powder, a Nb tn, and mixtures of alumina, quartz, and
feldspar. The potential advantage of using a mixture of light and heavy water is to generate
the more easily detectable 5.5-MeV gamma ray; generally, gamma rays from the less reactive
Pd fusions are expected to give higher count rates.

For all the experiments, neutrons were measured with BF3 proportional counters and gamma
rays were measured with Nal scintillation detectors; these measurements were made at differ
ent times and at separate test stations. The neutron monitoring ~tation was shielded with a
polyethylene moderator and cadmium absorber, and the background count rate was found to
be highly variable (530 countslhour). The neutron detection efficiency was determined with a
252Cf source to be I% for experiments (a) and (b) and 0.1 %, 0.3%, or 1% for experiments (c),
depending on configuration. The gamma-ray station employed a NaI scintillator and photo
multiplier system that was closely coupled to the electrolysis cell; this detector consisted of a
NaI cylindrical annulus fitted with six photomultipliers. The central and surrounding detectors
were operated in anticoincidence mode to minimize spurious signals from external sources.
Surrounding this cell/detector array was lead shielding to reduce the background further; the
background rate was 515 countslhour in a I-MeV-wide window around the 5.5-MeV region
of interest. The gamma-ray detector energy calibration was determined with 60Co and 137Ce
sources. Hence the neutron-counting apparatus was capable of continuously resolving a neu
tron source strength of -1 n/s, and the gamma-ray counting apparatus is capable of resolving
a gamma source strength of 1 photon!s; this apparatus, however, could not detect neutrons as
low as the level reported by the BYU group.

Theoretical efforts considered both proton- and deuteron-induced nudear reactions with the
various isotopes present in the electrolysis apparatus. No bound excited states exist in 4He,
and only three unbound excited states lie below the d + d reaction threshold. The width of the
lowest-lying excited state (19.8 MeV) is 0.27 MeV. The higher excited states are broader and
overlap strongly; therefore one would expect the nearly prompt (_1O- 2os) decay by particle
emission from the compound 4He nuclei rather than an electromagnetic mode of decay. Only
two mechanisms for "cold fusion," therefore, are considered: (a) tunneling through Coulomb
barrier by cold deuterons, and (b) cold-target bombardment by deuterons accelerated within
the solid in bursts through electric fields generated (perhaps) at fractures. The fusion rates for
tunneling in poD, 0-0, and D-T molecules have been computed. The dependence of fusion
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rates on electron mass and temperature was determined. This work suggests that, if electrolysis
experiments of Reischmann and Pons and others were repeated with mixtures of hydrides and
deuterides. the relative importance of quantum-mechanical tunneling versus simple cold-target
bombardment could be determined.

An Attempt to Measure Characteristic X-Rays from
Cold Fusion

R. FLEMING, F. DONAHUE, S. MANCINI, G. KNOLL, AND B. NEUSER

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

This study made a nice case for using K-shell x-rays from palladium created by charged
particle fusion products as a means to measure cold-fusion events. Ejection of the 23-keV
K-sheJl electron from palladium could be made only by a nuclear (nonchemical) event, and
the detection 'Jf the resultant x-ray could be used as a signature for the proton branch of the
DD reaction. To test this idea. a 15 x 15 x 0.5-mm palladium foil was electrolyzed in a
O.IM LiOD solution in D20 at 48 rnA (.....20 mNcm2) for 170 hours, and a -y-x-ray detector
with a sensitivity wen below 20 keY was used to search for any panadium K-shell x-rays.
Background was measured by counting with a copper attenuator placed between the cell and
the x-ray detector. No temperature change was observed during the electrolysis. Low current
density. power-supply problems, and an americium-contaminated detector together contributed
to the negative results reported. The technique, however, has merit as an indirect measurement
of fusion charged particles; it is simple and spectrographic and can easily be corrected for
background.
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Fourth Plenary Session (D):
Calorimetry

Two Fast Mixed-Conductor Systems: Deuterium and Hydrogen
in Palladium-Thermal Measurements and Experimental
Considerations

A. BELZNER, U. BISCHLER, S. CROUCH-BAKER, T. M. GUR, G. LUCIER,
M. SCHREIBER, AND R. HUGGINS

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California
94305

Three major quandaries in the field of cold fusion were discussed: first, whether anything
unusual is happening when deuterium is inserted into palladium at very high activity; second,
the fact that even in the same laboratory some samples show effects whereas others do not;
and third, the question of the mechanism.

Several factors were suggested that might be important: the microstructure of the palladium
lattice (cast palladium appears to behave differently than material treated otherwise, and it is
well known that dislocations act as traps for hydrogen); interstitial composition (materials are
outgassed by remelting 10 to 12 times with. an arc in an argon atmosphere that is flushed
each time); blocking layers on the surface (no gas is evolved from electrodes whose surfaces
have not been properly cleaned, and cell resistance increases suddenly when something is
done wrong); carbon interstitials (palladium is often melted in graphite crucibles); hydrogen
deuterium exchange; and preferential absorption of hydrogen over deuterium.

The work involved conventional calorimetric methods and a direct comparison of the
deuterium-palladium and hydrogen-palladium systems. No nuclear products were searched
for. Electrolytic ceiis featuring cast Pd buttons 2 mm thick were run, and arc-emission spec
troscopy was used to determine the purity of the Pd. Calorimetry was done with dynamic
power balancing (by adding heat with a resistor and plotting temperature difference in the bath
versus power input, with either the resistor or the cdl as a source of power, then comparing
the two curves). InitiaIly, the slope of the temperature versus power curve for the cell is less
than that for the resistor calibration curve by an amount that roughly accounts for the work
done to separate water by electrolysis. After charging, the slope eventually exceeds that pro
duced by the resistor, implying net power production, including the loss for electrolysis. The
experiments were carefully kept in the range for which additional stirring had no effect. Also,
it was shown tha the exothermic effect of recombination could, at the most, just eliminate the
endothermic effect of electrolysis.

Excess heat generation was found in the cell with heavy but not with light water. At
early times, both cells exhibit an endothermic effect but eventually, in one experiment, the
deuterium cell temperature rose enough to give 12% excess heat above the calibration and
22% excess heat above the hydrogen cell. It was concluded that the excess heat cannot be
due to recombination or any other exothermic effect and amounts to no more than 7% of the
endothermic effect.
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Calorimetric and Thermodynamic Analysis of Palladium
Deuterium Electrochemical Cells

N. A. GODSHALL, E. P. ROTH, M. J. KELLY, T. R. GUILINGER, AND R. I. EWING

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque. New Mexico 81785

The unique calorimeter being used at Sandia was still experiencing experimental difficulties
and so no results were reported. However, the device measures heat by completely surrounding
the electrochemical cells with liquid Freon and using the flow rate from the vaporization of
Freon to measure heat. As such, it is not a microcalorimeter and can be used to do experiments
on large electrodes with large current densities (it will measure on the order of 40 W of power
with a precision of about 0.1 W).

It was emphasized that the heat energy from a calorimeter is not equal to the electrical energy
being put into the electrochemical cell. In particular, the voltage of the ceIl is equivalent to
the free energy, whereas a calorimeter measures the enthalpy. The difference between the two
is related to the entropy of the reactif'n inside the cell multiplied by the temperature. Other
factors require consideration, such as heat dissipated outside the cell from escaping gases. The
speaker emphasized the feeling that the thermoneutral potential term (from calorimetric rather
than electrical work measurements) already includes the vaporization of the heavy water to D2

and O2 gases. It was further shown that heat f:3m palladium deuteride formation whould be
a small but significant quantity (-36 kJ/mole). This would represent about 0.02% of the the
20 W/cm3 heat reported by Pons, Reischmann, and Hawkins.

Nuclear and Thermal Effects During Electrolytic Reduction of
Deuterium at a Palladium Electrode

D. GOZZI, P. CIGNINI, L. PETRUCCI, M. TOMELLINI, AND G. DEMARIA

University of Rome, Italy

The observation of a burst of heat accompanied by a burst of neutrons during the electrolytic
reduction of deuterium was reported. The electrolysis cell had a working electrode of palladium
(5 x 6 x 20 mm parallelepiped) with a thermocouple embedded in it, a Pt gauze cylinder for
a counter electrode, a Hg/HgO/OD- (0.1 M) reference electrode, and a LiOD (0.1 M) in D20
(99.5%) electrolyte solution. The electrode temperature was measured rather than an energy
balance, and the system was programmed to switch off the electrolysis when the temperature
reached 80DC, which it did during the observed burst. Neutrons with an energy range up to
7 MeV were measured. The 3He dosimetry was calibrated with an Am-Be source and, in the
experiment, had an estimated efficiency of 5 x 10-5.

The burst occurred when no one was in the lab, but it was later estimated that during the
4 minutes of the event 36 neutrons were counted (about 150 times background), the electrode
probably reached 150DC, part of the solution evaporated, about 200 J of energy was generated,
and, taking into account the efficiency of the neutron detector, about four orders of magnitude
more neutrons were seen than would be expected if the excess heat was due to nuclear fusion.
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Calorimetric Measurements on Electrochemical Cells with Pd-D
and Pd-" Cathodes

L. REDEY, K. H. MYLES, D. DEES, M. KRUMPELT, AND D. R. VISSERS

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

Two types of calorimetric experiments were described. The first was a differential com
parison of temperature between identically constructed and operated palladium-hydrogen and
palladium-deuterium cells using 6.25-mm diameter and 5-cm long palladium electrodes. The
electrolytes were saturated with LiOH and LiOD respectively, to increase conductivity and
lower the I2R heat effect relative to any excess heat generation. Problems with this experi
ment were exchange with nonnal water in the air and temperature differences due to different
conductivities of the two electrolytes.

The second calorimetric experiment was conducted in a semi-sealed cell using a constant
heat-loss rate calorimeter whose precision was 0.1 W total (or 80 mW/cm3 of the palladium
electrode). In the energy calculations, such things as electrolysis, recombination, palladium
deuteride fonnation, heat of evaporation, and water loss were accounted for. No excess heat
was observed within the defined boundary conditions despite current densities that ranged from
12 to 500 mNcm2 and 1200 experimental hours with 6 cells. The longest experiment had a
total charge input of 700 A-h.

Neutron Detection with Low-Level Background

Y. DECLAIS

Laboratoire d'Annecy-Ie-Vieux de Physique des Particules, Annecy-le-Vieux. France

The construction of a very sensitive neutron detector was reported, based on a scheme
essentially the same as that used for neutrino detection. In both cases, interaction of the
particle with a proton results in a low-energy neutron that can be captured by 6Li in a liquid
scintillator. Pulse-shape discrimination is used to separate contributions from positrons. The
detectors have extremely low background and high neutron-detection efficienc;~s, yield good
neutron energy measurements, have 2.5-ns time accuracies between events (to record bursts),
and record all parameters on tape.

Two detectors have already been set up, one in the Frejus tunnel, another at Bugey. Cold
fusion experiments could easily be placed in the Frejus detector. A number of experiments,
including both electrolysis and pressure experiments, have been run, but no neutrons above
background have been detected. The investigators invite anyone with a serious interest in
detecting neutrons to use their detector.
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Physics of Fusion r~eactions (II)

Seven Chemical Explanations of the Fleischmann-Pons Effect

J. O'M. BOCKRIS, N. PACKHAM, O. VELEV, G. H. LIN, L. KABA,
M. SZKLARZCYCK, AND R. KAINTHLA

Surface Electrochemistry Laboratory, Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas 77843

Mechanisms have been examined that could explain the generation of excess heat in a Pons
Fleischmann electrolysis cell. Recombination of hydrogen and oxygen in the gas phase could
generate considerable heat but has not been observed in six measurements of recombination
by three different groups at Texas A&M. Recombination might also occur when D2 is released
when the electrolyte level drops and uncovers the top of the electrode. Calculations show
this contribution to be about 0.27 W/cm3 , and surface films that slow oxygen diffusion could
contribute another 0.(14 W/cm3 . Experiments show no effect. Bubbles of oxygen hitting the
palladium electrode may contribute 0.3 W/cm3 . The alpha-to-beta transition of palladium
would contribute negligibly if spread over the typical lOO-hour time scale for excess heat
generation. Formation of palladium deuteride is calculated to contribute only 0.07 W/cm3 , and
formation of a lithium alloy can contribute no more than 0.1 Wlcm3 • Collapse of an unstable
deuteride, as suggested by Linus Pauling, appears unlikely but, in any case, should contribute
no more than 0.9 W/cm3 . The only process that seemed to be a possible explanation is
recombination, but this mechanism is not supported experimentally. Although -10 W/cm3 are
typically reported for successful Pons-Fleischmann experiments, calculations and experiments
using chemical explanations could account for no more that 2.1 Wlcm3•

Evidence Against Condensed Matter Fusion Induced by Cosmic
Ray Muons

K. NAGAMINE·'t, T. MATSIJZAKlt, K.ISHIDAt, S. SAKAMOTO·,
Y. WATANABE·, M.IWASAKI·, H. MIYAKE·, K. NISHIYANA*,
H. KURIHARA·, E. TORIKAIt, T. SUZUKI§, S. ISAGAWA§, AND K. KONDO§

*Meson Science Laboratory, University of Tokyo (UT-MSL) Hongo, Bunkyoku, Tokyo, Japan
tlnstitute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) Wakoh, Saitana, Japan
tFaculty of Engineering, Yamanashi University Kofu, Yamanashi, Japan
§National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK) Tsukuba, lbaraki, Japan

Muon-catalyzed fusion would involve: muon capture by the deuterium (even though the Pd
D capture ratio, proportional to Z, is 46); absence of muon transfer from D to Pd (even though
prior work indicates a transfer rate of 5 x lOll per second); and extraordinarily enhanced fusion
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rates in the Pd-D system (several hundred fusions compared to the predicted 0.2 fusions p~r

muon). Nevertheless, Nagamine described an experiment to measure such fusion. The muons
were produced by a 500-MeV proton accelerator; the targets were (I) a Pd target loaded with
deuterium for 10 hours up to the D/Pd ratio of 0.6 and (2) an electrolysis photochemical cell
(control samples were Pd without any deuterium). The experiments indicated that the fusion
yield was below 0.012 fusions per muon. Using this limit. muon fusiOlI can lead at most to
10- 6 neutrons per second for cosmic-ray induced deuterium fusion.

Study of Energetic Charged Particles from Thin Palladium Foils
Subject to High Current Densities

F. CECIL, D. FERG, T. FURTAK, C. MADER, J. A. MCNEIL, AND D. WILLIAMSON

Colorado School of Mines. Golden. Colorado 80401

A low-energy, high-current particle accelerator was used to implant deuterium ions to high
density in micron-thick foils of evaporated palladium. Following the implantation, spectra
of charged particles emitted from the foil were measured while the target was subjected to
current densities up to 2 A/cm2• considerably higher than those used in the typical electrolysis
experiment. The rationale behind the work is that the heat generated by some sort of two-body
nuclear reaction will be manifested as charged particles. However, if the energies of those
particles are in the range from a few to 10 MeV, only thin foils can be used to assure the
products can be measured before slowing down in the metal.

A surface barrier detector was used not only to look for reactions after the deuterium loading
but to monitor the loading process itself. This was done by looking at the count rate for the
protons made from the D-D reaction during bombardment. Deuterium-palladium ratios slightly
in excess of one were observed, which, surprisingly, remained fairly stable (±20%) for weeks.
The stability may have been due to a 0.05 Ilm coating of silver over the Pd.

With the beam turned off, a broad peak at about 5 MeV was reproducibly observed, which
persisted for different currents applied through the foil and over long periods of time. There
was also a suggestion of a peak at 3 MeV. The count rate for the 5-MeV peak, corrected
for background, was about 30 counts per day at the maximum, and increased linearly with
applied current density up to 2 A/cm2, but dropped off for one data point at 8 A/cm2• Control
experiments with the current off and a nondeuterated target showed nothing above background.
Thus, there appears to be a group of charged particles being emitted at 5 MeV that correlates
with current and with deuteration.

It was suggested that the broadness of the 5-MeV line might be due to a superposition of
separate lines resulting from a D-P reaction with the palladium nucleus. Palladium has various
stable isotopes that could participate in an exothermic reaction with deuterium and release a
charged particle in the region of 5 MeV. However, to achieve significant reaction rates, one has
to invoke a mechanism to reduce the impact of the Coulomb barrier. The Phillips-Oppenheimer
polarization effect was mentioned, but this idea received little support from the audience.
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Fifth Plenary Session (E):
Applicable Condensed Matter Physics,

Applicable Electrochemistry,
Analytical Chemistry of

Appropriate Products

Perturbed Angular Correlations (PAC) Studirs of
Electrolytically Charged Metal Cathodes

G. S. COLLINS, S. L. SHROPSHIRE, AND J. FAN

Department of Physics, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164

The use of PAC to measure interaction frequencies and quadrupole interactions to gain
insight into the symmetry of local sites was described. Hydrogen trapping in vacancies, the
fonnation of nickel hydrides, and the role of lithium cations were examined using the PAC
technique. Possible applications to the hydrogen-palladium system were described, whereby
complete disruption through fusion of a hydrogen-vacancy complex might be observable. This
conjecture remains to be examined by experiments, which are just beginning. It is unlikely
that PAC will be applicable to hydrogen held in a solid at grain boundaries, crack tips, bubbles,
or other occlusions.

Interaction of Deuterium with Lattice Defects in Palladium

F. BESENBACHER, B. BECH NIELSEN, S. M. MYERS·, P. NORLANDER··, AND
J. K. NORSKOVt

Institul ~ of Physics, University of Aarhus, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark
*SandiJ National Laboratories. Albuquerque. New Mexico 87185
**Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08855
tLaboratory ofApplied Physics, Technical University ofDenmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

A continuing effort was described that uses ion beams and ion implantation to understand the
interaction of hydrogen isotopes with defects in metal lattices, such as in palladium. The theory
used to understand the experimental data is one in which the host is replaced by an effective
medium of jellium, an electron gas. In particular, much about hydrogen-metal interactions can
be understood in tenns of an embedding energy that depends on the interstitial electron density
and on a less significant tenn that depends on the degree of filling of the d band in the metal.

Experimentally, deuterium was implanted at low temperatures (at energies of -15 keY),
then the crystal was bombarded with 750-keV 3He ions, which allows probing the deuterium
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within the first half-micron of the surface. The interaction of the implanted deuterium with both
lattice defects and He bubbles/voids in single crystals of Pd were described. The bubbles were
found to trap D with a binding enthalpy of 0.31 eV relative to the solution site. Implantation
damage-trapped D, however, had three different binding enthalpies, 0.31, 0.23, and 0.15 eV.
These were attributed respectively to vacancy clusters, monovacancies with low D occupancy,
and monovacancies with high D occupancy. Each Pd vacancy can accommodate up to 6 D
atoms. At low temperature (25 K), D occupies octahedral interstitial sites; at 100 K, D becomes
trapped by vacancies; and at 200 K, just before depopulation from the vacancy is initiated,
60% of the D is at near-tetrahedral sites and the remaining 40% is deposited 0.3 Afrom the
octahedral site and toward the vacancy. Besenbacher commented that he felt the chance of
having two deuteron nuclei close together, say in the same octahedral site, was zero.

Search for Cold Fusion in Superstoichiometric Palladium
Deuteride Using Ion Implantation

S. M. MYERS, D. M. FOLLSTEADT, J. E. SCHIRBER, AND P. M. RICHARDS

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque. New Mexico 87185

Techniques were described for ion-implantation of D into Pd at 40 K using high lluences
and energies of 10 keY. These techniques yield compositions up to a D:Pd ratio of 1.3. A
detector was then used to search for high-energy D and T particles that might result from a
D-D nuclear reaction and to monitor the buildup of the D concentration. After the beam was
turned off, however, fusion events were not detected during -9 hours of counting at 40 K.
The estimate of the upper bound on the fusion reaction rate is 10- 21 eventsID·s. Similarly
negative results were obtained for D-implantcd Zr.

Monitoring of the DlPd ratio during wannup showed that the concentration decreased in
two stages. The first stage, at 120 K, was attributed to rapid diffusion of the excess D in
the superstoichiometric hydride; the second stage, at 220 K, was ascribed to D release by
conventional diffusion in the nonnal hydride phase.

Tritium Enrichment in the Electrolysis of D20

J. BIGELEISEN

State University of New York at Stony Brook., Stony Brook, New York 1J794

Deuterium is extracted from water (145 ppm D) by the counterflow of high-pressure H2S
(HDS + H20;:=H2S + HDO) in a tall column. Water also has one part in lOIS of tritium,
which is also enriched by this process. One stage extracts 15% D20 and 24% of the T in the
water. Successive stages further purify the D20, and the end product contains - 6.5 x lOS
T atoms per cm3 of heavy water. For more efficient stages this number goes down, since
less feed water is needed. In the electrolysis of water, tritium, being the heavy isotope. will
be enriched. The ratio of the final TID to initial TID is the relative enrichment factor, which
varie!; from 1.4-1.6 to 3.1-5.1 (variation due to nonnal range of concentration ratios Icd/1c1
of 1.6-2.2) as the fraction of heavy water electrolyzed varies from 60% to 90%. This would
explain increases in T levels after long cell runs. During the question period it was pointed
out that T levels in gaseous D2 can be much higher than in heavy water, and that if cells are
purged with D2 gas, T may build up in that way.
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Nuclear Fusion from Crack-Generated Particle Acceleration

F. J. MAYER, J. S. KING, AND J. R. REITZ

FJM Associates, 1417 Dicken Dr., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

As a conventional explanation of cold fusion, it was proposed thaI hydrogen loading of
palladium produces lattice stress, lattice cracking, and charge imbalance on both sides of the
crack. Such a situation creates a capacitor-like increase in voltage that may accelerate deuterons
10 kilovolt energies, the range of energy needed in ordinary nuclear fusion.

Using an estimation of the RC time constant in the lattice around a crack, cracks of the
order of 500 to 1000 Jlm would allow enough time to accelerate the deuterium atom before
the gap discharges. However, the resistivity can be raised by a number of factors, including
other cracks, phonon noise, etc. Their calculations showed that if cracks are formed at the rate
of tens of square centimeters per second, then watts of electrical power may be released and
appear as excess heat.

Search for O.8-MeV 3He Nuclei Emitted from Pd and Ti Exposed
to High Pressure D2

S. W. BARWICK, P. B. PRICE, W. T. WILLIAMS, AND J. D. POR fER*

Physics Department, University of California at Berkeley
*Chemistry Department, University of California at Berkeley

This work was stimulated by the high-pressure O2 Italian work, (OeNinno et al.), and is
an attempt to replicate those experiments. A search for the 3He that would be created in the
fusion of two deuterons used a plastic detector previously used to detect cosmic rays as well
as alpha particles from reactive sources. The detector is highly efficient because almost any
alpha particle or 3He that impinges on the plastic will produce a track.

After completing a temperature cycle with Pd that had been pressure-loaded with 02, no
evidence of 3He production was observed (less than 3 tracks/cm2, which corresponds to a reac
tion rate about 2 to 3 orders of magnitude less than the results of Scaramuzzi and coworkers).
A room-temperature "flexing" experiment to generate cracks also gave a null result. A control
experiment with uranium (generating alpha particles) showed the detector worked as expected.
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Closing Remarks

Summarizing his impressions at the end of the workshop, co-chairman Norman Hackermann
particularly noted the "thoughtful, rational, reasonable, and generally nonirritated discussion"
that had prevailed during the sessions. He saw no agreement among the participants that cold
fusion was a phenomenon of consequence, however. Hackermann stressed the importance of
obtaining reproducible results and of ensuring identical experimental conditions in future ex
periments. Although he believed that science should ordinarily not be organized, he suggested
that in this case it might be desirable for a few laboratories to establish a coordinated effort,
which would include free exchange of samples and data, "to try to determine, once and for
all, whether this phenomenon is real or not."

Co-chairman 1. Robert Schrieffer expressed his belief that the excess heat reported by several
investigators was probably real, but that its origin-whether in nuclear or chemical processes
was still very much in doubt. He cited the reports of neutron emission and tritium buildup as
indications that fusion was occurring, but said that definitive experimental confirmation was
still needed. Schrieffer agreed with Hackermann that reproducibility was a key issue in cold
fusion; if the phenomenon can be reproduced, then it will be possible to "deal with the difficult
problems rather than only the confusing problems." He compared the present state of cold
fusion to the early stages of semiconductor research, and noted that after zone refining and
other techniques had evolved, the nature of semiconductors and their unusual behavior became
clearer and research could proceed on a firm basis.
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